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Editorial
This has been a diﬃcult editorial to write. We
have struggled to find the words, and to believe
that our voices, even together, could
suﬃciently honour the trauma that people have
experienced in the months since the last
Gannet came out. We are both immigrants
from colonised countries, but in none of our
dialogues have either of us felt adequate to not
be clumsy or in some way be complicit with the
silencing of the Black pain and Black voices
that are just about beginning to be heard now.
So, listening, we have borrowed the words,
and stand behind the powerful statement
written by Anthea and Anne on behalf of the
IGA, and which is presented on page 3.
Racism doesn't just dehumanise, doesn’t just
diminish us all. Racism kills some of us. Group
Analysis has no relevance if it isn’t anti-racist.
The Power, Position and Privilege (PPP)
group of the IGA has been led and steered
with passion to address the racist matrix and to
get our group-analytic house in order. It has
become a focal point for change for the IGA,
but also a place where the trauma is spoken of
and heard. A dynamic list of resources is being
brought together by a highly-committed
working group so that anti-racism can become
intrinsic to group analysis. In addition, moves
to actively recruit and address the experiences
of minoritised and marginalised students in the
training are underway.
The staﬀ and students of GAN have been part
of the movement from the very beginning. It is
inspiring to hear the strident voices of our
students and the fearlessness with which they
push for change. We have been proud of them

because, as we have begun to realise, GAN has
been a place of belonging, of community for
both of us.
Group Analysis in Time of Pandemic Distancing

We are not alone as people have found their
way to GAN’s Meeting Room from the UK
and beyond, to have a space to be together as
the world folded in and the matrix was
pregnant with primitive fears and persecutory
objects.
Mandy’s article gives us a window into that
process of coming and thinking together.
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This edition also carries articles by two former
students of GAN who have grappled with the
painful issues of race, privilege and
marginalisation in their work. Kirsten Lamb
here speaks of her group work with asylum
seekers from South Asia and Africa, and James
Lea has highlighted the blind spots of group
analysis with a heteronormative and
homophobic stance that has alienated so many.
Sobering reading as we celebrate 50 years since
the first Gay Pride. This sits alongside Dan
Anderson’s piece, summarising his recently
completed doctoral thesis on The Body of The
Group.
We are also pleased to carry a message from
Angela Lawrence, Group Analyst, who has
followed up on her last message inviting us to
become part of important research into Group

Analysis and towards building a relevant
evidence-base.
This edition comes out in time for the end of
the academic year. But this time, whilst there is
some celebration, for many it will be a goodbye
after several years of hard work, pain and
disappointments and successes. But this year
does not hold the opportunity for those leaving
and those left behind to do that in person.
Monica Hill has generously shared her letter to
her therapy group as she bids them goodbye on
Zoom. The course director, Debra Nash, who
with Bethan Marreiros (what would we ever
do without Bethan) has contained the trainings
firmly so it has remained a stable base for the
staﬀ and students despite the traumas of the
recent several months, has shared her thoughts
about the transition to online working - despite
having broken her ankle in the last few weeks.
In his Auguries of Innocence in 1803, William
Blake lamented:
Every Night & Every Morn/Some to Misery
are Born
Every Morn and Every Night/Some are born
to sweet delight
Some are born to sweet delight /Some are born
to endless night
The timeless Linton Kwesi Johnson calls:
For the time is nigh,
When passion gather high,
When di beat jus lash,
When di wall must smash
And di beat will shif
As di culture altar,
When oppression scatah

(Bass Culture)

We remain grateful to have found a home in
GAN, to be part of the GAN community, and
to be able to connect with you all through
Gannet, as we look to continue to ‘alter the
culture’. We look forward to receiving your
thoughts, drawings, poems and your messages.
With our warmest wishes,
Richard and Shireen
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IGA Statement in Solidarity with Black Lives Matter
‘It is hard to face this. But all our phrasing – race relations, racial chasm, racial

justice, racial profiling, white privilege, even white supremacy – serves to obscure
that racism is a visceral experience...You must always remember that the sociology,
the history, the graphs, the charts, the regressions all land, with great violence, upon
the body.’
(Ta-Nehisi Coates, Between the World and Me, 2015)
We find ourselves at a moment in time when racial inequalities are at the forefront of
our minds. In the UK and around the world we witness the brutal reality of how
accumulative disadvantages inherent within and underpinned by structural racism
throughout all our systems can have severe, even lethal consequences. One way in
which we see this is in the disproportionate way black and brown people are
vulnerable to contagion and death by COVID-19. This virus particularly attacks the
respiratory system restricting the capacity to breathe.
We share the pain, trauma and sickening horror of witnessing the modern day
lynching of George Floyd on 25th May in Minneapolis. George Floyd’s death follows
a long list of similar killings of black and brown men, women and children by law
enforcement agents and vigilantes in the USA. We have witnessed the
communication ‘I can’t breathe,’ with the devastation of such cries going unheard too
many times. These violent events are now captured on film as they happen and
swiftly circulated around the world. As a result, we are all too familiar with the
repetitive trauma of seeing black and brown bodies dehumanised and torn asunder.
However, institutionalised and systemic racism and violence cannot be located solely
in the USA. We are able to reflect and recognise the clear and present parallels within
the UK and Europe. Heightened awareness impels us to maintain momentum and
face the reality of pervasive and embedded structural racism and inequalities closer to
home. These are keenly reflected in our criminal justice system and the recent rise of
fascism and racist hate crimes.
Our profession offers us a clear theoretical framework to explain and understand how
the racist abuse and discrimination witnessed today is in fact a continuation of
centuries of trauma. This has been perpetuated generationally since the beginning of
slavery and imperialism with present day re-enactments painfully alerting us that we
remain a long way from reparation. As outraged as we are by the situation, we are
also mobilised.
We will work to ensure the tools of our profession are adequately employed to
address racial inequities, starting with our own organisational culture, trainings and
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consulting rooms. This is the responsibility of us all and not solely members and
trainees of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) heritage. We consider it the
responsibility of our white colleagues throughout the group analytic communities to
respect, listen to and learn from BAME colleagues’ and patient’s lived experiences of
racism. We are well aware that this is easier said than done. Our intention is to work
together, challenging ourselves to achieve a cultural shift whereby the shadow of
racism is taken up. We also wish to respond to BAME colleagues’ repetitive
experiences whereby parallel processes involving racist dynamics and tropes emerge
in the various group matrixes of the institution. The result is often that BAME
colleagues leave these scenarios feeling re-traumatised, carrying the full burden of
exclusion and erasure, often in isolation.
By implication we will address the practice of privileging Whiteness, recognising
how its pervasiveness runs the risk of leaving BAME colleagues feeling suffocated.
Importantly, we recognise the direct relationship between establishing a reflective and
enquiring culture around inter-racial dynamics and our ability to provide effective
therapy to a diverse population.
We believe the IGA has the potential to offer much to the public, wider analytic
psychotherapy communities, and social institutions in relation to understanding and
working with racism. We do not feel our potential in this regard has been realised.
Therefore, we aim to collaborate with other analytic psychotherapy organisations and
to raise our profile externally. In turn we expect to be culturally enriched by these
inter relationships.
The National Diversity Power, Position and Privilege Working Group (PPP) has been
actively engaged since November 2018 in working towards a culture of increased
inclusivity. We have a strong membership committed to internal systemic change and
responding to social political dynamics played out in the wider world. This group is
currently responding to the increased momentum driven by recent events. We are
committed in engaging in anti-racist practice now and in the future.
If you are an IGA member, trainee or member of staff, we will value your
contribution to our developments. Similarly, if you have concerns or require support,
please contact IGA members who have a lead role in regard to anti- discrimination
and racism. They are:
Anne Aiyegbusi
Board Member for Anti-discrimination and Intersectionality
(anneaiyegbusiboardmember@groupanalysis-uk.co.uk )
Anthea Benjamin
Chair National Diversity Power, Position and Privilege
Working Group (PPP) (info@antheabenjamin.co.uk )
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Didn’t see that coming….

By Debra Nash

Our first ever online block weekend
back in March seems a long time ago.
In January we’d all heard about a
virus emanating from a wet market
and watched with some
apprehension and fascination as
Wuhan, a city of 11 million people,
went into ‘lockdown’. But it seemed a
world away. I happened to be visiting
Taiwan and Vietnam in late February
and at this point I got my own sense
of it feeling a bit closer to home, a bit
more real. Taipei remained bustling
and from an outsider’s point of view
‘normal’, but there was regular
temperature testing, everyone wore a
mask and hand sanitiser was
everywhere. On the flight from
Taipei to Hanoi I was one of 10 people on the plane. At the airport, the departure
board was a sea of red: ‘flight cancelled X’.
Closer to home in early March, we all watched with increasing tension as the
situation unfolded inItaly. Having travelled back via three international airports it
seemed wise to attend the StudentProgress Committee on 13 th March via Zoom. At
the meeting we began wondering what we should do about the training in light of the
unfolding situation. From that point, things moved quickly. Over the course of the
weekend a series of meetings were scheduled; there was a lot of discussion, and some
research. It was good to be amongst trusted and experienced colleagues and to feel
the support of the GAN Board of Trustees as we all wrestled with this together.
From our reading, the role of early social distancing was one of the things which
emerged most strongly. We read for example of the ‘tale of the two cities’ in America
during the Spanish Flu in1918. Under the impending threat of that pandemic
Philadelphia went ahead with a scheduled annual parade attended by 200,000 people
and took a further week to impose restrictions. In contrast, St Louis, within a couple
of days of the first cases emerging, cancelled all public gatherings of more than 20
people and closed all schools for 10 weeks. The outcome:Philadelphia suﬀered more
than twice as many deaths per capita as St Louis. Back to the present and closer to
home things began to move more quickly, Ireland cancelled St Patrick’sDay and
Jurgen Klopp said there were more important things than football. Game over.
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The decision was made that continuing the course for the time being at Newlands
was not advisable. Safety was a concern and we had a social responsibility. Making
the decision when we did was in hindsight immensely helpful. It gave us two weeks to
get ourselves ready for undertaking the block weekend online as we stepped forward
from that tentative ‘do you think we can do therapy online?’. It seems important to
remember just how much was expected of course staﬀ and our students at this
challenging time.
As we look forward to September we find ourselves still in a situation where
returning to Newlands doesn’t yet feel viable. From September to December, we will
be conducting the training online; this is in order to provide some stability and
predictability. Decisions for the blocks beyond that will be made in the light of how
the situation develops. In any case, it seems inevitable that the large groups will need
to remain online for the entire year.
It’s diﬃcult to get an informed consensus as to the level of risk we are under and this
means that we have to be cautious. From our point of view, any decisions made are
done so on the basis of the needs and safety of students and staﬀ. This is not about
eliminating all risk but about making informed decisions.
So, as things unfold there are some external factors we’ll be monitoring and none of
these will come as any surprise: the prevalence of the virus, transmission rates, and
severity of the virus as it develops. At the time of writing, levels of testing are such that
it isn’t clear to what extent the virus is in the population and at the time of writing we
don’t know the extent to which the presence of anti-bodies confers immunity. In
particular, we are looking for more information on the extent to which the virus is
airborne and circulates within a room with a closed door and what measures can be
taken to minimise that particular risk. We have to have our eye on the national picture
as our students and staﬀ come from far and wide. We are also investigating the
measures we can take within the building to mitigate the risk. It would of course be
nice to think that a vaccine was on its way; but perhaps we can at least hope for
improved treatment outcomes.
It is likely that our return to meeting in person will go through some stages.
Thankfully, we have some guiding principles particular to group analysis and our
training community which are of use in these decisions as we move through them.
We are, even now, faced with a situation whereby some of us could return tomorrow
and reasonably argue that even if we caught the virus we would have a low risk of
serious complications. For others of us it may be a matter of life or death. And then
there’s a whole lot of us in between. So we’re tasked with managing this diﬀerence.
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At the moment we are all ‘bearing the weight’ of not being able to meet face to face. If
we return too soon, we would be asking our most vulnerable to bear more of the
weight. Whether that be the weight of not being able to attend, the weight of
heightened anxiety, or the weight of the risk they are taking either for themselves or
those at home who are more vulnerable. So, we have to lean the other way. At some
point it is inevitable that we will be asking those who are less at risk
to ‘bear the wait’. To wait a little longer.
I am feeling loss, sadness, frustration and helplessness in the face of this crisis. I
expect I’m not alone in that. I’m missing the physicality of our training, being in a
room with; and I know that we all want to get back to meeting in person as soon as
possible. At the July block we are having to say goodbye to students and staﬀ without
being able to do so in person. That feels diﬃcult. In September we will be welcoming
new students and staﬀ; also diﬃcult. So we’re tasked with finding new and creative
ways to manage this mode of connection.
But it seems important that we all come through this ‘in tact’. Physically, but also ‘in
tact’ culturally. With good reason, we refer to the Manchester courses as a training
community. Perhaps, it is particularly in challenging times that community gets
defined. Group analysis and my experience of the Manchester Courses tells me that
our decisions need to be guided, alongside all else, by remaining inclusive and
accessible, not discriminating, accessibility and supporting each other. And that
means not rushing back too soon.
I feel sure that everyone on the courses has had their own particular struggles with
the move to working online and that these will vary in nature and extent. The
commitment of everyone to make this work has been inspiring. But perhaps this
shouldn’t come as a surprise. Group analysis equips us for this. We’re used to being in
‘betwixt and between’ spaces. We might see it as a liminal space. Sitting with
disorientation and not knowing is grist to our mill. Our endeavour has always been to
stay with the reality and the disturbance of where we are, whilst also knowing how we
would like it to be. Through moving on line we have been able to keep meeting and
to keep learning. I have been uplifted by what we have been able to achieve. I’d
suggest that this is also at the heart of group analysis: staying in the struggle to
connect to relate, to keep thinking together and to be alongside whatever the
circumstances.
Debra is a Group Analyst working in private practice and has been Manchester Courses Director
since 2015.
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Preparing to Leave the Training On-line

by Monica Hill

Dan Hicks sang ‘How can I miss you when you won’t go away?’ I feel like I am
wrestling with the opposite – ‘how can I say goodbye when I can’t be with you?’
I’ve been feeling homesick, longing to be with you in our usual room with the silence,
the playfulness, the frustration and the moments of being seen, heard and known. I
also miss the wider community of the block weekend; the proximity, the jostling and
negotiation around the toaster and the coﬀee pot. It’s hard to imagine that kitchen
with only two people in it. I miss the turmoil of emotion and thought stirred up by the
large group and coming back to my therapy group to help me make sense of myself in
it. I have been in denial but now I’m beginning to face it – we will not be together
again. I hope I will have glimpses of each of you, and some conversation at future
events, but I will be leaving this group in July and the physical separation has already
happened without me.
I have been impressed by what we have been able to do in our on-line meetings. I
worried particularly that we would need to keep talking constantly in order to feel
connected and this has not been the case. I suspect this is because we are building on
a relationship already established. Nevertheless without eye contact and physical
presence and with limited (upper body) gesture, I feel more concerned about being
misunderstood. I am less confident in our ability to hold each other through a rupture
when I only have to look away from the screen for a moment to be reminded that we
are alone in our separate rooms. Of course it is impossible to disentangle my feelings
about leaving from my feelings about therapy going on-line as they have coincided so
closely.
My partner tells a story about he and his sister getting a Morse-code set which they
wired up between their bedrooms. He laughs about how slow and banal their
communication was. The novelty soon wore oﬀ and the kit was abandoned. He
reflected that had they been 10 years younger, they might have been given walkietalkies and these would have lasted longer. Nevertheless, he recalls this episode
fondly as one of the last games they played together before she left home. Our current
technology oﬀers the promise of much more sophisticated communication but as a
message on my screen occasionally reminds me ‘your internet connection is unstable’.
I know this therapy is all about putting things into words but I miss my ‘stable base’
and your presence more than I can say.
Monica Hill is a psychotherapist working with individuals and groups, employed by the NHS in
Kirklees. She lives in the Calder Valley and recently qualified as a Group Analyst with GAN.
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SUMMARY REPORT ON WORK TO DATE WITHIN THE PPP POWER PRIVILEGE AND POSITION WORKING GROUP
The PPP working group continues to flourish and grow in its strong existing
membership group. The group is still open to new members to bring their
energy and commitment to supporting the culture within the IGA to become
richer and more inclusive.
The wider PPP working group has been using the period during Covid-19 to
think in depth about the impact of the Black Lives Matter movement and
consider the meaning for us within the IGA community. We are more
mobilised in integrate anti-racist practise to our clinical work, within the IGA
institution and to reflect on our own positions in relations to this work as a
working group.
This group will continue to meet on-line, with the commitment to meet at least
three times a year for the PPP business meetings. We have now added an
additional reflective group space to process issues related to PPP themes in
community. Once we resume to face to face meeting we will return to our
commitment of rotating from London to Manchester (or another northern
Town) to ensure accesses to our meeting for all members.
Our working groups continue to have specific tasks between meetings. The
working groups feedback into the PPP in Training Group, which would in turn
feedbacks to NTMC. Change and action taken will be via these working
groups with the support of NTMC where appropriate.
The working title and tasks of the 4 working groups remain the same. These
groups are as follows:
Working Group A: Training Curriculum
Working group B: Student Lived Experience PPP Working Group
Working group C: Access, Inclusion and Retention PPP Working Group
Working group D: Training Governance PPP Working Group
Anthea Benjamin is the Chair for this Working Group. Debra Nash (Manchester Courses Director) is the link
between the PPP Working Group and the National Training Management Committee which feeds directly in
to training governance structures. This is an open group to students at the IGA and qualified group analysts,
we welcome all who are willing to participate and contribute to this important dialogue. To participate e-mail
Anthea Benjamin at: pppchair@groupanalysis-uk.co.uk to express your interest. Our next meeting on-line
meeting will be on the 26th of July 10am-1pm.
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Reflections on Being White in a Trauma-focused
Therapy Group for Asylum Seekers and Refugees
I was invited to write this article to describe a culturally diverse therapeutic
group. I have chosen to focus on the particular experience of being the only
white person in the group as this was never spoken about in the therapy
room. The current politics of the Black Lives Matter movement/protests has
highlighted the need to further examine white privilege, one placard seen on
a recent protest in Manchester made very uncomfortable reading: ‘White
Silence is Violence’.

I co-run this therapy group with an Indian Tamil therapist raised in the UK but
I am writing this in my own capacity. I am a clinical psychologist/
psychodynamic psychotherapist and my colleague is a humanistic and
integrative individual/group psychotherapist and psychodramatist. Neither of
us has completed the full group analytic training although I joined the workbased supervision group run by GAN for the first year of running the group.
The format is standard; a weekly slow open group lasting one and a half
hours, followed perhaps more unusually by half an hour of social time where
refreshments are provided. The therapists leave the room unless a member
seeks assistance for welfare matters or legal updates. For the majority of the
group members, they were offered the group at assessment, joining without
having had any previous individual therapy. The group has 10 places, half
reserved for Tamils from Sri Lanka: the non-Tamils come from different Asian
or African countries and are now sufficiently fluent in English not to require
interpreters for their mother tongue language. We have a female Sri Lankan
interpreter who is Tamil and Moslem, not Hindu like the Tamil group
members.
The therapy group aims to provide an integrative psychological intervention
primarily covering work in the first and third stages of a trauma processing
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therapy model based on the work of Judith Herman described in her book,
Trauma and Recovery. The first stage involves working on stabilization of
symptoms such as sleeping difficulties, nightmares and flashbacks, creating a
space safe, and developing trust and coping strategies before embarking on
trauma processing in the second stage. The third stage involves working on
re-connecting with positive past memories, developing a stronger sense of
identity and self-efficacy, a re-integrating phase working towards moving on to
live an ordinary life. In this three-stage model of recovery, the stages are not
distinct or strictly sequential; and some processes will be common across the
stages.
During the three and a half years duration of the group, eight members have
gained refugee status: after this success, some members felt able to leave
almost immediately whilst others have
taken up to a year to feel confident
enough to move on. The ratio of Tamil to
non-Tamil members is preserved when
new members join.
The members describe the group as their
family here in this country. They celebrate
their cultural festivals, their memorial
events and every successful grant of
refugee status; the group culture is one of
hope and belief, that everyone in turn will
get this success.
For me, this is the strength of the group;
the talking together, the sharing of both stories and hope. We have found that
action-based activities and psychodrama techniques can facilitate building a
sense of common purpose and being together in the present moment. The
group aims to build connections across cultural differences, and model
acceptance and tolerance of difference. Members find it easier to talk about
life here and the ‘pain and mental torture’ suffered as part of the asylum
process. Between them, they have experienced numerous rejections of their
asylum applications, the pain of not being believed, destitution/
homelessness, detention in immigration removal centres with the threat of
deportation, admissions to psychiatric wards after suicide attempts. Their past
torture and witnessing of terrible human suffering are less easily described
but remain present and implied, especially the common experience of sexual
violence and the associated shame.
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As members are helped with welfare matters and letters of support for their
asylum applications, the benefits of being a group member are practical as
well as psychological and social. Thus, there is a reality base to the
idealisation that happens in the group, there is so much gratitude and very
little expression of criticism or negative feeling towards the therapists. Given
my age, I am especially treated with the respect afforded to a mother figure. I
am never challenged as a representative of the dominant, colonising culture
historically responsible in part for the conflicts in their home countries – when
the group first started, they shared information about their countries. They
identified that all their countries had been part of the British Empire apart from
Ethiopia, the only country never colonised.
Given the presence of such gratitude, I admit that I am rarely challenged to
think about my whiteness – it sits there in my relationship with my cotherapist, but we have struggled to find time to explore the impact of our
differences in supervision. We are much more preoccupied by whether we
are focusing on trauma-processing sufficiently when so much about the
trauma itself is unspoken. Of course, the members want to avoid the pain of
the trauma and we find it easier to do the resource building, and reconnecting
with past positive memories, helping members to re-establish their sense of
identity and gain trust in their relationships with each other.
We are constantly monitoring our complicity in the avoidance of the trauma.
The group has found a rhythm in terms of how much trauma it can bear, for
example, group discussion can flow between the different colours of clothes
worn in mourning to actual details of how family members were lost in tragic
or violent deaths.
As therapists together, we engage in the constant striving for the common
ground rather than exploring differences and privilege. Thus, I can
comfortably be a white therapist in this BAME group where so much cultural
information needs explaining to me, enabling more of a blurring in the power
differentials, I am in the minority in the group, I am not Hindu, Moslem, brown
or black. Alternatively, it may be that the presence of so much trauma
provides the biggest challenge for us as therapists, and my colour or privilege
is secondary. I am comfortable with cultural diversity but am struggling with
white silence, and how to name white privilege in a useful way that would be
therapeutic for the group members.
Kirsten Lamb is a clinical psychologist, psychodynamic psychotherapist and activist who works in groups in
Manchester, with refugees.
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The Meeting Room

Mandy Wildman

Fortnightly Online - Zoom group for GAN members,
students, colleagues and prospective students
In what are unique and difficult circumstances for all,
GAN is offering a fortnightly online group meeting,
facilitated by Mandy Wildman, GAN’s Development
Officer. The meeting held on Zoom will be an open
forum in which we can come together as a group to
receive and offer support and, if not make sense of the
world around us, think of ways in which we can sustain
ourselves and those we live and work with.
It is unprecedented, for most of us, that as social beings we are restricted to the degree
that we currently are. Our usual - and often taken for granted - coming together as groups
of all kinds and purposes has been disrupted and fractured. In working and living in such
isolated and distant circumstances, within a wider context of apprehension and anxiety we
are deprived of many of the usual connections, routines and structures that offer a sense
of continuity and security. The group seeks to provide a space in which to explore the
themes that arise in such circumstances. For many the reality of working remotely and
being distanced from family,
colleagues and friends can raise thoughts
about how we create a sense of
presence and intimacy in a disembodied
world. How, also, do we create
and manage boundaries in our online
meetings and groups?
These boundaries being so crucial in
providing a containing
space in which to come together and to
manage the online working
intrusions that can be many and varied.
We are often now dependant on an internet system in which to remain connected, with the
attendant anxiety of being ‘cut off’ and excluded when a connection breaks. The technical
glitches that we can encounter can at times be metaphors for broader processes at play.
These sometimes fragile connections can maybe leave us feeling powerless and frustrated
but in seeking proximity and togetherness we have seen much resourcefulness in making
these remote ways of connecting and coming together work.
The Meeting Room Group seeks and to offer a ‘holding’ environment with a sense of
cohesion ‘we-ness and belonging that can allow us to support each other in difficult times
and to explore the issues we encounter in the ‘new normal’.
The group meets every fortnight on Wednesdays from 6pm – 7.30pm. The next meeting
is on 15th July 2020
GAN offers “The Meeting Room” as a positive place to come together, to connect
and to establish a safe, containing space in which to think and reflect. People can
join the group when they wish and there is no expectation that people will attend
every group.
The Meeting Room is free and you can request to be sent an invitation to join, by
contacting Bethan at administrator@groupanalysisnorth.com or Mandy
at mndywldmn@aol.com
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A Heterosexist Matrix?
A popular wisdom within group analytic circles is “it’s in the matrix”. James Lea,
Groupwork Practitioner, in this edited excerpt from a longer paper, critically
examines the tripartite matrix with reference to the non-heterosexual identity of
being Gay.
A
welcome
discourse within
group analysis and
matrix theory has
been the focus on
power
and
difference within
the
social
unconscious, that
is ultimately
manifest in the
majority society
and culture, and
the dynamic
matrix. Much of these writings have focused on important areas such as Race (Dalal,
1993) and Gender (Burman, 2002) and its relation to the matrix.
Unfortunately, there is a paucity of research and thought about a contemporary gay sexual
identity within group analysis and the theory of matrix. Foulkes himself was silent about
sexual identity within group analysis or the matrix. This may, in part, be due to the fact that
non-heterosexual identities, e.g. homosexuality, were illegal in Germany and the UK during
portions of his writing. Some writers have discussed homosexuality (Weegman, 2007;
Nitsun, 2012), though there remains “a curious silence around homosexuality within group
analysis” (Anderson 2016). Adding further insult to injury, when non- heterosexual
identities are made visible in group analytic literature, it is generally through the somewhat
distorted lens of homosexuality according to archaic pathological psychoanalytic
conceptualisations.
The Tripartite Matrix and Gay as Difference:
First, to clarify the term Gay as it is used in the context of this piece - Gay represents a
group of men in western society who are sexually, relationally and emotionally attracted to
other men. Gay can be associated with a culture, a community, a political stance and a
scene, regardless of whether the men in question engage in these social arenas. Men
who identify as gay represent a membership to a cultural and sexual minority.
Foundation Matrix and Gay as Difference:
The foundation matrix represents our shared human inheritance and is “based on the
biological properties of the species, but also on the culturally firmly embedded values and
reactions" (Foulkes, 1975, p.15). It includes the social unconscious, which…
“…refers to the existence and constraints of social, cultural and communicational
arrangements of which people are unaware. Unaware, in so far as these arrangements
are not perceived (not ‘known’), and if perceived not acknowledged (‘denied’), and if
acknowledged, not taken as problematic (‘given’), and if taken as problematic, not
considered with an optimal degree of detachment and objectivity” (Hopper, 2001, p.10).
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The foundation matrix includes a variety of sanctions, beliefs and power dynamics
regarding those who would identify as gay. Some institutional examples include:
• It was illegal for men to have sex with each other in the UK until 1967.
• Men who were attracted to other men were diagnosed as having a mental disorder within
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) until 1987, and within the International
Classification of Disease (ICD) until 1992 (unfortunately, the current version of ICD-10
still carries the construct of "ego-dystonic sexual orientation”).
• Men underwent a variety of physical and psychological conversion therapies to alter their
sexuality. Psychological conversion therapies still exist in the UK.
• From 1988 to 2000 Section 28 prevented to the ‘promotion of homosexuality’ in
educational settings.
It is clear that there are significant dynamics of power at play in the foundation matrix when
we consider identifying as Gay. Fundamentally, the foundation matrix is heterosexist,
embodying the insidious belief that heterosexuality is a normal, natural, or superior state of
human sexual orientation, as well as the corresponding institutional system of oppression
based on that belief. Heterosexism is the reason that Homophobia exists in society. Even
the biological assumption of ‘the need to procreate’ is questioned when we consider those
identifying as Gay within the foundation matrix.
When a group of people come together in the dynamic matrix of group analysis, they each
hold versions of this foundation matrix in relation to people identifying as Gay. Although
some societal views have changed, the social unconscious maintains the historical
memory and status quo, therefore it is interesting to wonder how these unconscious
valences and views are hooked (Holman, 2018) and enacted within the matrix and the
analytic group.
Personal Matrix and Gay as Difference:
The personal matrix is formed where we first pay attention, and it “has been decisively
shaped by the original family group” (Foulkes, 1973, p. 231). It represents a complex
system of intrapsychic processes, created in relationship to the wider group, culture and
society. It represents an individual’s life experiences, learning and preoccupations.
Importantly, it is portable and embodied within the individual.
Given the above exploration of being Gay in the foundation matrix, it is clear that within
the individual’s personal matrix he has likely struggled to be gay in a straight world (Lea,
2010) and knows the pain of growing up gay in a straight man’s world (Downs, 2006).
Frommer (1995) describes the experience of an outsider, whereby “… (the gay) child is
most often an alien within his family… (and) often adopts the identity of an outsider even
before he can label the nature of his difference” (p.78). Furthermore, “…the child (is)
anxiously seeking to be someone that he or she isn’t, projectively acting in role or even
experiencing the self as if it is the other” (Waddell, 2005, p.106). These ideas links to the
group analytic concept of belonging (or not belonging), and the potentially damaging
impact on a person’s psychosocial development (Dalal 2001).
As the personal matrix is developed in relation to others and the social world (Ormay,
2013), the heterosexism and homophobia that is exerted in society becomes crystallised
internally. This internalised homophobia (Williamson, 2000) refers to the usually private
shame experienced by gay men that they are somehow less, unworthy and do not belong.
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Dynamic Matrix and Gay as Difference:
Foulkes believed the group develops a dynamic matrix, a complex unconscious network of
interactions between individuals, subgroups and the whole group. This represents the
shared ground of the group, in which every event that takes place within the group’s
boundary is meaningful as a communication (Montgomery, 2002). Based on the
phenomena described and made visible in the above sections, how does a gay sexual
identity represent difference in the dynamic matrix of the group?
Stereotyping linked to social unconscious prejudice and scapegoating (Adorno & Allport,
1950) may occur within the dynamic matrix. Stereotyping functions as a way to simply the
world around us. Group members as nodes in the dynamic matrix may unconsciously
relate and communicate to the gay member as if he were the societal representation of
gay men. For example, assumptions of his sexual promiscuity, being skilled in comedy,
enjoying the company of women, being materialistic, being vain etc. Indeed, the individual
identifying as gay may too unconsciously relate in this way, mainly because behaving in
line with societal stereotyped ways affords some protection, reduces anxiety and allows
members to keep the true self and vulnerability hidden.
Homophobia from the foundation matrix may be present in the dynamic matrix, whereby
group members as nodes unconsciously relate to the gay member as if he was immoral or
sick or should be invisible. The corresponding internalised homophobia (Williamson,
2000) may make the gay member hypervigilant to any negative critique about himself. He
may also be liable to identify with negative unconscious projections from the other group
members, thus behaving in a placating or subservient way in the presence of heterosexual
peers.
The process of Othering (Dalal 2006) may occur within the dynamic matrix, whereby group
members as nodes unconsciously relate to the gay member as if he had less power or
worth based purely on his sexuality compared to their powerful and ‘normal’ position as
heterosexuals. Indeed, the gay man may other himself as a strategy to bolster himself
with power in this abusive power dynamic, for example, using his career status or
monetary worth as a way to recalibrate his psychological worth.
Conclusion:
There is a glaring lack of integration of non-heterosexual identities into the theoretical
construct of matrix. Although some attempts to include queer theory into group analysis
(Anderson, 2016), though not specifically the matrix, have been made, further integration
of sexuality, specifically the sexual identity of gay men is required. This issue must be
inspected and thought about by group analysts to add further complexity and richness to
the matrix, and improve its ability to guide, formulate, hold and transform the therapeutic
groups that we conduct with gay members present in our groups. It is important that more
work is done to incorporate current ideas from sexuality literature, e.g. queer theory,
intersectionality, gender and sexual diversity and affirmative practice into the theory of
matrix, as this would improve the understanding, and thus therapeutic gains of people
from these communities seeking group analysis.
James Lea is a Clinical Psychologist and Groupwork Practitioner. He completed the Foundation Course and
Diploma in Groupwork Practice at GAN.
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Do Black Lives Matter?
An on-line workshop to develop group
analytic learning about racism and its
emergence in groups
An event by:

National Diversity Power, Position and Privilege Working
Group (PPP)
Open to Members, Associate Members and Trainees of the IGA, free of
charge
Friday 24th July 2020 – 18:00 – 20:00
The modern day lynching of George Floyd by law enforcement agents on 25th May
in Minneapolis was a recent, painfully graphic example of the perceived disposability
of black lives. History over the centuries shows us that black lives have been
relentlessly and violently plundered as though merely a mined resource to support
Western capitalist enterprise. How does this social trauma emerge in the group matrix
today and what are the implications for group analytic theory and practice?
This workshop is provided in the light of IGA solidarity with Black Lives Matter
(BLM) and forms part of the PPP work programme. It is intended that it will be the
first of a series of workshops offering an accessible and safe space for IGA members
and trainees to process and learn about the implications of demographic differences
and social oppressions for group analysis.
Dr Anne Aiyegbusi will start the workshop with a presentation, which aims to link
together the historical dehumanisation of black people, its vestiges in present day
society, its manifestation in groups and how we might think and work in an anti-racist
way.
Programme:
Welcome and introduction – Dr Chris Scanlon, (Host)
Presentation – ‘Do Black Lives Matter?’ - Dr Anne Aiyegbusi
Small groups – Randomly allocated by the Zoom ‘breakout rooms’ function Large
Group – Anthea Benjamin and Dr Stuart Stevenson
Future direction – Dr Chris Scanlon
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Group Analysis North
Group Analytic Supervision in the
twenty first Century
A series of five on-line workshops for
Supervisors
Context:
Until now we have been constrained in offering group supervision by the limits
of distance. Recent changes to our practice as a result of Covid 19 along with
recent developments in technology have created a window of opportunity for us
as group analytic supervisors.
We have a window of opportunity to develop our skills in offering group
supervision more widely using the internet. There are both strengths and
limitations to this different way of working. This workshop series for supervisors
brings us together to explore both familiar boundary issues and new ones that
may arise in these new circumstances.

Each four-hour workshop
will include
•

A seminar given by an
experienced Speaker in
their field

•

A facilitated case
discussion group

•

An on-line median
group

Who for?
The course is open to group analysts, group psychotherapists, individual
psychotherapists, clinical psychologists, counselling psychologists and
counsellors, who are either providing Group Supervision or are about to do so.
The mode of delivery will be by Zoom
Speakers

Course dates and time
•

Each workshop will take
place from 3.45p.m. 8.00 p.m. over five
Sundays
November 2020

November 2020 - Haim Weinberg
January 2021

- Joanna Skowronska

March 2021

- TBC

May 2021

- Farhad Dalal

July 2021

- Sue Einhorn

January 2021
March 2021
May 2021:
July 2021

To register for more information please contact:
Bethan@groupanalysisnorth.com

Cost: £350.00
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The Body of the Group: Discourses of Sexuality and Gender
in Group Analysis
By Daniel Anderson
As some of you may know I have spent six years working on a PhD thesis with Professors Erica
Burman and Jackie Stacey at the University of Manchester, both of whom of course are well
connected the Group Analysis North. Finally, it has been submiNed and, at the Ome of wriOng this
arOcle, I am awaiOng my viva examinaOon. I am hoping the thesis will soon be turned into a book
to be published by Phoenix Publishing at the end of this year. I owe a great deal of thanks to many
people in helping me get this project done. It has been a huge undertaking in terms of the
thousands of hours of reading, wriOng and re-wriOng required, many of which were done
alongside my training as a group analyst. In the meanOme, here is a taster.

The poliOcal aims of my research have been to inspire and generate new material for group
analyOc training and to consolidate and expand current concepOons of gender and sexuality, and
speciﬁcally homosexuality, within group analyOc theory. By doing so, I hope to create new
theoreOcal paradigms that will enable a broader exploraOon of such categories within an analyOc
group. I have included gender within this aim due to its close links to sexuality and the arOﬁciality
of separaOng the two terms. My further goal was to generate dialogue within the ﬁeld of queer
theory whereby group analyOc theory, and especially the social unconscious, may become a tool
for the consideraOon of sexuality and gender.
I have produced an understanding of how psychoanalyOc theories construct sexuality and their
subsequent inﬂuence upon group analyOc theory. My examinaOon of these relaOonships will
hopefully have important implicaOons for the seTng of group analyOc training curricula and the
future training of group analysts.
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My research describes the historical development of the ‘psychosocial' and group analysis,
focusing mainly on the construcOon of the category of ‘homosexuality’ as a means for
understanding the use of the ‘psychosocial’ to subsequently deconstruct idenOOes of sexuality and
gender. I have further described movements within psychoanalyOc theory that group analyOc
theory borrows and has started to incorporate into its socialised view of personality. I have focused
onto a signiﬁcant aspect of group analyOc theory, namely the social unconscious, and brought this
into dialogue with speciﬁc elements of queer theory, namely queer temporaliOes and geographies
in terms of how the social unconscious permits a disrupOon of Ome and space. Using Dalal’s work,
I have expanded upon the social unconscious using an understanding of logic as it operates
consciously and unconsciously and proposed that this so-called ‘bi-logic mode’ (as in the
simultaneous consideraOon of conscious and unconscious thought) is a means to simultaneously
consider diﬀerences and similariOes in relaOon to sexuality and gender categories that have
important implicaOons for these categories.

In Part One of the thesis, I begin by using a historical perspecOve to describe two movements in
ideas: the ﬁrst relates to the implicaOons of how percepOons of individualised psyches moved to
psychosocial psyches that resulted in the incepOon of group analysis; and the second refers to a
parallel process whereby homosexuality moved from within psychoanalysis as a medico-legal
enOty towards an understanding of the psychosocial construcOons of homosexuality in queer
theory that have enabled the failure of the term. My primary argument centres upon the
psychosocial being a means to destabilise idenOty categories. ‘Moral treatment' is used an early
example of destabilising the medicalisaOon of mental illness and oﬀers a method of using the
‘psychosocial' to achieve such destabilisaOon that has implicaOons for considering the
‘psychosocial' with sexualised categories. I rely heavily upon noOons of lack and subsequent failure
within language concerning the so-called ‘ﬁeld imaginary’ as a means to consider lack and failure
within the group analyOc understanding of sexuality and gender. It is also a moment of creaOve
opportunity in that group analysis becomes a means to contain lack and failure without collapsing
poliOcal projects enOrely. Queer theory has enabled the failure of the term ‘homosexual’ by
moving it away from its associaOon to heteronormaOvity, psychopathology, and phallocentrism.

Part Two of the thesis proceeds by discussing the analyOc group as a ‘ﬁguraOon in acOon’ that
contains seemingly disjointed registers. I have used the work of Norbert Elias (of group analysis)
and Donna Haraway (of queer theory) to ﬁnd a potenOal commonality between the two ﬁelds
using their mutual term of ‘ﬁguraOon’. I use the analyOc group as a means through which to hold
such poliOcal registers in tension. I oﬀer a theoreOcal construct to queer theory whereby the social
unconscious, as experienced in an analyOc group, becomes a means to permit such a containment
of seemingly opposed and disjointed modes of language. Part Two further proceeds by considering
issues of power and potenOal exploitaOon that may operate in group analysis before then
describing the textual eﬀects of represenOng sexuality and gender within the analyOc group. I
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argue that group analysis is a reﬂexive methodology for understanding the process of knowledge
producOon; representaOon in language and its voids; socialised versus individualised ethics; and
authorship.

I problemaOse the speciﬁc representaOon of sexuality and gender by mobilising three foci:
textuality, performaOvity, and spaOo-temporality. I argue that analyOc groups can be read ‘nonnormaOvely’ in that they can oﬀer a queer space for a queer temporality to explore what is socially
and ethically possible and discussible, especially around idenOOes and desire, and parOcularly
around gender and sexuality. I argue that the diﬀerences between discourses enable internal
dissonances to come to the fore and further enable concrete discourses to be problemaOsed. By
doing so, such tensions might permit a new epistemology if they are contained and creaOvely
mobilised.

Part Three reverses this ﬁguraOon by using queer as a verb to problemaOse the various discursive
power paradigms in operaOon in group analysis through which sexuality is currently constructed
and subsequently applied to the training of group analysts. I map and criOcally re-reading sexuality
and gender by three key authors in group analysis: Foulkes, Nitsun and Schlapobersky. My primary
argument is that group analysis conOnues to emphasise heteronormaOvity, phallocentrism, and
binary gender, and consequently neglects ‘non-normaOve’ sexualiOes and genders. The main
themes within the literature of group analysis, past and present, concerning sexuality and gender
include perversion; developmental delay; non-normaOvity as disrupOve; indiﬀerence and hosOlity
towards sexuality and gender; and heteronormaOvity as the preferred route. I recognise, however,
that there is a contemporary movement in the literature away from these posiOons. Finally, I
criOcally re-read books and journal arOcles, again using a feminist queer theory perspecOve, listed
on the training curricula of London and Manchester. I argue that the consequences concerning
sexuality and gender for the training of group analysts involve a spaOo-temporal split between the
UK training centres and I suggest alternaOve ways to re-think the curriculum.
Dan is a psychiatrist working in psycho-oncology in The ChrisOe in Manchester, and is a group
analyst working in private pracOce.
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ASK OUTCOME MEASURE
RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIALS FIRST PHASE
Dear GAN Members,
Well a lot has happened since the last ediOon of GANNET, and we are all sOll reeling from the
shock of what is currently happening worldwide, and we will all have a lot of the a`ermath to deal
with once we have this pandemic under more control.
As some of you are aware from the last ediOon, I am involved in creaOng a new PaOent Reported
Outcome Measure (PROM) speciﬁcally measuring the eﬀecOveness of Group AnalyOc
Psychotherapy preferably (although it can be used on any kind of group based therapy with a
psychodynamic underpinning and is not exclusive to Group Analysis. Please specify if this will be
the case).
In our last editorial we wanted to know how many people would be interested in being part of
phase one of the launch of this PROM during which we will be running our Randomised Controlled
Trials over the next year. We have had several people contact us, but we are sOll interested in any
others who may now be in a posiOon to join us in the quest to support building up the evidence
base for the eﬃcacy of Group Therapy. To take part in this study all that we require is for you to
email Helen Stocks at helen.stocks5@nhs.net with your name the name of your organisaOon, your
work address, and telephone number.
We will then forward an electronic copy of the ASK PROM, and all of the details of how to use it.
You will then be able to administer this to all of the paOents in your service who receive Group
Therapy. We would then expect you to analyse all of the data that you collect, and then to annually
send us a brief report of the outcomes from the completed quesOonnaires.
Important Note: If you are interested, we need to hear from you as quickly as possible for you to
be included in the Trial.
I have the privilege of liaising with Group Analysts both naOonally and internaOonally, and before
Lockdown I was contacted by several people working in diﬀerent organisaOons where their service
was under threat of closure, and where Group therapy was not considered eﬀecOve, and or a
necessary aspect of psychotherapeuOc intervenOon for service users, and many psychotherapy
services faced the potenOal to be closed down. Since Lockdown there have been increased fears
regarding the delivery of therapeuOc groups, and in the area where I work we have had 4 diﬀerent
psychological therapies specialist services who have been told to close their therapy groups and to
stop oﬀering this in future.
Understandably we, and other services are ﬁghOng these decisions on an ongoing basis, but we
need to be able to argue our case well, and more importantly have the staOsOcs, and proof of
eﬃcacy that we have not had over many decades.
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We believe that we have not performed enough research regarding the eﬀecOveness of Group
AnalyOc Psychotherapy, and it is arguable that we not been acOve enough in research or not
organised enough to address this very important aspect of the work that we do.
We believe that we need research in order to survive, but more importantly to thrive in the current
climate that we ﬁnd ourselves in.
Now more than ever we need to develop and use on an everyday basis PROM that is service user
friendly, and that is easy to analyse and to gain the relevant informaOon from that shows us exactly
how eﬀecOve that Group Therapy overall is, and that provides hard evidence of what we all know,
in that Group Therapy transforms lives. We regularly liaise with leading researchers across many
ﬁelds of psychology, and psychotherapeuOc research who have been very impressed with this
measure and intend to uOlise it alongside their own research.
We think that this will be an exciOng opportunity for you to be involved in, and one in which we
hope you will look back and be proud to say that you were involved in this project from the inset.
We also have internaOonal partners who will also be involved in this, and we hope that over the
next year, and beyond we will be able to share with you some of the results of both the work being
undertaken in the UK but in many diﬀerent areas of the world.
We are very excited to be launching this project now, and we welcome all of your input too.
If you don’t want to be involved in the study, but would like to be kept informed then please also
send us your details, and we will be forwarding our own newsleNers in future keeping everyone
informed of the progress of the study.
If you know of other people not likely to be reading this, then please feel free to pass this
informaOon onto others up and down the country who you know would be interested in taking this
up.
We look forward to hearing from you both now and in the future.

Angela Lawrence
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Reading Group Programme for Group Analysts,
Psychodynamic Psychotherapists and Counsellors
October 2020 – July 2021
In 2021, this course is offered on line via Zoom video conferencing.
The psychotherapy reading group is a monthly group meeting to discuss a
paper and to reflect on case material.
It meets for a day four times each year to discuss a recent book that is
relevant to the development of psychotherapeutic practice.
Members of the group take it in turns to:
•

facilitate seminars

•

present anonymized cases for discussion in the light of the material that
has been read.

•

The day will end with a median group.

Cost: £160 per annum
Dates for 2021:
• 2nd October 2020; 15th January; 26th March; 7th July 2021; 9.45 –
5.00pm
• Books for 2020-2021:
- Theory and Practice of Online Therapy: Internet-delivered Interventions for Individuals, Groups, Families, and Organizations
Edited by Haim Weinberg and Arnon Rolnik Routledge 2020
- Attachment and the Defence Against Intimacy: Understanding and
Working with Avoidant Attachment, Self-Hatred, and Shame
Linda Cundy 2018
For further information and an application form please contact:
Margaret Smith mesmith@hotmail.co.uk
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FOUNDATION WEEKEND in
REFLECTIVE PRACTICE in ORGANISATIONS

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE
IN TURBULENT TIMES
10th & 11th OCTOBER 2020 Time Zone BST (Bri-sh Summer Time)

ONLINE COURSE by the
At this ?me of societal level trauma, reﬂec-ve prac-ce groups for teams &
leaders to manage anxiety, disconnec-on and isola-on are more important than
ever. COVID19 has highlighted the fact that we live in an interdependent world
where factors aﬀec-ng our lives are not directly within our control. We are living
in a -me of unprecedented upheaval and disrup-on, with associated
uncertainty and insecurity for many people and the organisa-ons within which
they work. Increasing numbers of people are working remotely and having to
balance care for family with the demands of work. The boundary between
personal and professional worlds has become blurred.
Team and organisa-onal eﬀec-veness are not simply about the alloca-on and
comple-on of agreed tasks; it is also about sustaining a team culture that
promotes open communica-on, crea-vity, mutual support and challenge. A
reﬂec-ve prac-ce group is a deliberately created space for colleagues to have
the diﬃcult conversa-ons necessary about how to face the future.
This weekend course will take place online using Zoom. It oﬀers a founda-on in
the group analy-c approach to working with teams and leaders in organisa-ons.
It will oﬀer lectures from leading prac--oners, opportuni-es to experience the
dynamics of reﬂec-on in small and median groups, exercises to deepen
understanding of leadership and group dynamics, and opportuni-es to consider
how to apply your learning to your own work sePng. This course addresses
complex situa-ons and challenging contexts that are part of organisa-onal life.
It oﬀers the opportunity to discover new techniques and new understanding of
how to oﬀer a reﬂec-ve environment online in which to process the complexity
& trauma.

Ins?tute of Group Analysis
1 Daleham Gardens
London, NW3 5BY
Founda?on Weekend in Reﬂec?ve Prac?ce Fees:
Early Bird
IGA Members: £225.00
Non-member: £275.00
Note: Payable un-l 31 July
2020
Standard
IGA Members: £325.00
Non-member: £375.00
CONTACT
Training-FC@groupanalysisuk.co.uk 020 7431 2693
MORE INFORMATION
FOUNDATION WEEKEND Reﬂec-ve Prac-ce in Organisa-ons:
www.groupanalysis.org/Training/

Group Analysis is an interna-onally established discipline. It ar-culates Reﬂec?vePrac?ceinOrganisa?ons/
fundamental processes which can be observed in all groups, and pays close Reﬂec?vePrac?ceFounda?onWeekaSen-on to the rela-onship between each individual in the group and the end
group as a whole, making it a par-cularly valuable model for working with
teams and Reﬂec-ve Prac-ce Groups.
DIPLOMA in Reﬂec-ve Prac-ce in Organisa-ons:
Who is the Founda?on Weekend for?
www.groupanalysis.org/Training/
The Founda-on Weekend is open to anyone with a professional interest in Reﬂec?vePrac?ceinOrganisa?ons
reﬂec-ve prac-ce. This may be as an organisa-onal leader or manager, a
reﬂec-ve prac--oner, a coach, or organisa-onal consultant. It will be of Valida?on
par-cularly interest to people are running a reﬂec-ve prac-ce group and those A CPD cer-ﬁcate will be
who wish to understand how to use these groups to promote organisa-onal provided.
health and eﬀec-ve communica-on.
Group analysis values diﬀering perspec-ves and diversity. The course welcomes
applica-ons from professionals with a variety of theore-cal perspec-ves, and
welcomes people of all ages, abili-es, race, class, religion, gender and sexuali-es.
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A SHORT ON-LINE COURSE ON GROUPWORK SKILLS
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Facilitating Reflection on Climate
Breakdown in Groups.
Transition Liverpool is a part of an n international organisation that is working to support
individuals and communities for move from oil dependency to zero carbon. This will
involve a process of coming to terms with the changes this involves. Our website is
www.transitionliverpool.org.
We are offering opportunities for small groups to reflect on and share their concerns and
responses to this impending crisis.
We warmly invite expressions of interest from anyone who would like to get involved as a
facilitator on a voluntary basis. Training around holding carbon conversations and
educational resources will be provided.
For more information please contact: Margaret Smith
mesmith@hotmail.co.uk

Editorial Board:
Richard Curtis, Shireen Gaur
Please send submissions, sketches, cartoons, articles, scraps, jokes, book reviews and contributions
to
richardmcurtis@gmail.com
shireen_gaur@yahoo.com

